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SOLID ICE
Premium 25%

 Floor Finish
Premium 25% Floor Finish

Form..................................................................Liquid
Color..........................................................Milky White
Fragrance.............................................................None
pH...................................................................8.0 - 8.5
Specific Gravity @75OF..........................................1.03
Density @ 75OF.................................8.6 lbs Per Gallon
Nonvolatile Solids...................................25% +/-0.3%
Stability..............................................1 Year Minimum
Slip Resistance.............................Meets ASTM D 2047

 4x1 Gallon Case
Bottles Contain 25% PCR
Carton Contains 55% PCF

 5 Gallon Pail
100% Recyclable

 55 Gallon Drum
Reconditioned, Reused
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B PERSONAL PROTECTION

WENCO® SOLID ICE™ is the leading solution for proven performance and durability in floor 
finish.   It is designed specifically to achieve outstanding performance when used in a high 
speed maintenance program.  This formulation will help to reduce your labor costs by using 
fewer coats while increasing efficiency and optimizing your floor care program.  Unlike many 
high solids finishes, SOLID ICE™ goes down with ease; no drag or bubbling.  Smooth leveling 
makes this finish stand out from the rest.  It can be applied to almost all type of flooring; VCT 
tile, pure vinyl, linoleum etc. This finish is a self sealing finish*.  It is extremely durable with 
superior shine that resists black heel marking. *For old, worn or badly damaged, using any 
WENCO® Brand sealer will enhance the gloss.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
FLOOR PREPARATION
1. Thoroughly strip floor with WENCO NEW-TECH IMPLOSION™  stripper according to 

directions.
2. After stripping, make sure floor is clean and residue free.

APPLICATION
1. Using a clean mop bucket lined with a trash can liner to prevent contamination, pour 

SOLID ICE™ into the mop bucket.
2. Using a clean finish mop, saturate with finish.  Place the mop in the wringer and tamp down 

to remove excess finish.  Do not wring out.
3. Apply finish to the floor in thin to medium coats.
4. Allow each coat to dry a minimum of 20 – 30 minutes.
5. Apply multiple coats until desired gloss is achieved.

MAINTENANCE
1. Dust mop entire floor surface.
2. Using a clean mop & bucket, mix WENCO AROMA CLEAN™ neutral pH cleaner and/or 

WENCO NUTRA QUAT 64™ according to directions.
3. Damp mop floor as needed.  No rinsing required. 
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